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Faculty history
In addition to the eight faculties of Turkestan State University (1920), there was also a technical faculty.
The Department of Mechanical Engineering of the University was transformed in 1930 into the Faculty of
Agricultural Mechanization of the Central Asian Agricultural Institute. The Central Asian Institute of
Agricultural Mechanization was established in 1931 on the basis of the faculty. On November 11, 1934, the
institute was transformed into the Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers
(TIQXMMI). In turn, it includes the activities of the Faculty of Agricultural Mechanization. In the same year,
401 students studied at the faculty. According to the Government Resolution No. 415 of September 3,
2004, the faculty was transferred to the Tashkent State Agrarian University. In accordance with the Decree
of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan No. PQ 3003 of May 24, 2017, the faculty resumed its
activities on September 2, 2017 as part of TIQXMMI. Graduates of the faculty have made a signiﬁcant
contribution to the complex mechanization of agriculture in the country. Members of the republican
government, a number of designers and scientists have grown up. President of the Republic of Uzbekistan
Mirziyoyev Miromonovich studied at the faculty from 1976 to 1981. Hero of the Soviet Union Viktor
Malyasov, Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences Kizyaev Boris Mikhailovich, Academician of the
Russian Academy of Sciences Chernoivanov Vyacheslav Ivanovich, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor
Sharipov Kungrad Avazimbetovich also studied at the faculty. Academician MVSablikov, corresponding
member of UzFA GAKoshevnikov, honored scientists VILazunov, SPPulatov, professors G.Sh.Zokirov,
OVLebedov, OAKarimov, MILANDSMAN contributed to the development and progress of the faculty. ,
Ye.K.Baturin, AIKorsun, MSG'aniev, RDMatchanov, Sh.U.Yuldashev, AHHaydarov, FKDadaboev and others.
The faculty was named after Professor Salim Pulatov, a prominent scientist and statesman who served as
rector of the institute for 17 years in 2000. Professors MVSablikov, Ye.K.Baturin, GAKoshevnikov,
SPPulatov, MILandsman, NVSablikov, VVBulkin, NPPolikutin, VAIvanov, AHHaydarov, SGMuhammadjanov,
VVBaydinger, BFNazarov, AIKomilov, OAGanikhodjaev, OP Umurzakov, XNIbragimov, ASSirojiddinov,
ETFarmonov, UTKuziev were deans. Currently, the dean of the faculty is KO Shavazov. Today, the faculty
has departments of Agricultural Machinery, Tractors and Automobiles, Operation and Maintenance of
Machinery and General Technical Sciences. The faculty specializes in agricultural mechanization, technical
service of agricultural and reclamation techniques, bachelor's degree in the application of innovative
techniques and technologies in agriculture, and master's degree in agricultural mechanization (by
industry). cadres are being trained. Graduates of the faculty make a signiﬁcant contribution to the complex
mechanization and development of agriculture of the Republic. The graduates of the faculty have become
governors of provinces and districts, members of the government, many designers and scientists. Dear
President Mirziyoyev Shavkat Miromonovich studied at the faculty in 1976-1981. Also in diﬀerent years the
hero of the Soviet Union Viktor Malyasov, academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences Kizyaev Boris
Mikhailovich, academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences Chernoivanov Vyacheslav Ivanovich studied
at the faculty.
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